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 DT ltd is the first company in the world to use the power of buying groups for investment in the diamond industry. 
It has created a system by which you can buy certificates and blistered diamonds for investment at extremely favorable terms through the 
formation of independent buying groups. 
 
 In this way  you can take advantage of a legal and mathematically sustainable earnings system by which each of us can have an 
extra income. 
DT Ltd, presented in July 2016, and started with the activities in September 2016, already has thousands of customers in 13 countries. 
 Having the opportunity to acquire diamonds on concessional terms makes it possible to create a virtual currency whose value is 
supported by a guarantee. 
 Unlike many companies that have started their path from the issuance of a virtual currency and then run to  
the frantic search for a system to create a counter, which makes expendable and therefore credible currency, DT Ltd has chosen the opposite 
route: it created first the necessary conditions to guarantee the nominal value of its virtual currency and has used the partnership 
arrangements necessary  for immediate marketability both online and in physical stores 
 
  

THE BIRTH OF THE COMPANY 



 Thanks to the agreement with a major software company, which owns Server Farms in Dubai and Eastern Europe makes it possible 
to create an algorithm for the issue and mining its own virtual currency, and the creation of a blockchain and finally an exchange platform 
open to the public; thanks to the company's will to invest in diamonds to be made subject to ensure value to its virtual currency; Finally, 
thanks to important negotiations with Londoners Funds interested to intervene to achieve agreed business objectives of growth in corporate 
capital through the purchase of qualifying holding, DT Ltd wants today to start the process of launching on the market theDT COIN, insert a 
own virtual currency that already during the start-up and pre-emission provides certain guarantees of concrete support. 
 
 Although not at this stage we are a real cryptovaluta decentralized and open source, and  unlike others in the industry that are not 
yet in a position to offer equal guarantees, the DT COIN, even before he was born, that will take its first walk from January 22, 2017 through 
the issuance of 10 billion coins ready to mining, (initially centralized then externalized through open source software) with a nominal value of 
0.05 Euro launch, it aims to make the correct path to be recognized as  a real currencyin the near future. 
 

DT COIN 



  Unlike other projects that  see the emergence of virtual currencies whose value will be increased solely by demand law / demand 
of the market, the DT COIN want to start with an important momentum since launch for its revaluation. 
  
 It uses a push triple system adopted by the company DT Ltd that will see the money start a growth path starting from January 22 
(actual start time to the issue and launch pre-centralized). 
  
 This route is for all those who intervene in the process of preparation for mining: 
1) Intrinsic Reassessment of guaranteeing data diamonds: diamond, a safe haven for excellence, is reevaluated constantly for over 25 years on 
average between 4% and 6%; the full appreciation of the precious gem is intended to increase the value of currencies in mining; 
  
2) Revaluation of business: a percentage of corporate profits from DT Ltd is dedicated to further growth in mining of coins, with the system 
directly proportional to the amount of optioned coins from their customers through the purchase of Hardware Pack, or the enterprise server 
portions DT Ltd that will employ for mining; 
  
3) Exchange Platform: public exchange platform activated during 2017, where everyone will be able to give in and buy DT COIN with other 
private users to the value in euros at the time of the exchange. 

 

TRIPLE BOOST TO THE DT COIN REVALUATION 



 Just a Bit Coin has taught us the importance of believing in the birth of a new virtual currency since its first moments of life: 
  
introduced in 2009 without any counter-guarantee and market it, when it came to light the first time, the Bit Coin has increased its value by 
85,000 times in just seven years; this means, for some, having turned a single dollar in over $ 85,000 in 7 years.  
 
A unique phenomenon?  Probably we have no ambition to emulate him .... However also an increase of 1000 times lower than the Bit Coin 
would already be a good result. 
 
While not wishing to provide, for ethics and fairness, a result of mathematical certainty, that only time will perhaps give, it's just stop and 
linger in distinctive elements that now offers the DT COIN. 
 

WHAT IT MEANS TO INVEST IN START UP FASE 



 With the Hardware Pack, everyone becomes part of a buying group with which DT Ltd acquires property in Dubai server lease, pro 
rata, for 12 months, subscribers Hardware Pack .  
 With the Pack Hardware subscription you get the option of a specified quantity of DT COIN that will be mined from January 22, 
2017, with a centralized mining process.  
 The coin extraction will be done by its own Miner with HSM technology in the 12 months of original algorithm. 
 The Miner will extract on behalf of the subscriber the amount of coins optioned with the Hardware Pack.  
 The number of DT COIN mined from their Miner can be viewed by accessing the reserved area on the website. 
  
  Register as DT  PROMOTER to the site www.dtcoin.co.uk (ask your sponsor code to the person who introduced  you to this project) 
to receive your customer number. 
  
 Obtained the customer number, in the address you indicated during the registration process, you can log in using the code as a 
user and password of you choose to access the online store where you can choose one or more Hardware Pack among those proposed, 
taking into account also the pre-launch active Bonus. 
  
 The pre-launch bonuses are very important as they will give you a chance to have a greater number of DT COIN minable and 
therefore a greater gain already at their launch. We invite you to choose the Hardware Pack according to your real needs and possibilities.  
NB:  the purchase of a Hardware Pack should never be confused with an investment 
  
 

BUY YOUR HARDWARE PACK 



N.B. All special bonus shall entitle to a greater number of DT COIN minable that you will sell directly to the public through the Exchange platform to its activation 

CHOOSE YOUR HARDWARE PACK 



  Ater your purchasing, you will receive a certificate like this: 
  
 

CERTIFICATE OF OWNERSHIP 



 A time when the focus is on the birth of a new business plan, we tend to talk about it with their friends and acquaintances. 
  
 This word of mouth process is in fact the best advertising to introduce a new company. 
  
   DT Ltd want to recognize all those who contribute, if they want to raise awareness of DT Ltd and increased the company's 
turnover, a profit commensurate with their commitment to the word of mouth. 
   
   For this he developed a compensation plan certainly appeal to you that everyone who is active in sharing DT Ltd opening new 
frontiers and markets, receives proper recognition from the company. 
  
   A plan simple and merit compensation, commensurate with their commitment and their ability to create group. 
  

WORK WITH US 



 In order to purchase your Hardware Pack, you have an account for free as DT Promoter getting a customer number / promoter. 
  
 This code will be the reference for the recognition of all the bonuses that will mature thanks to your promotional activities and 
will also be the reference by which each customer directly or indirectly connected to you will promote in turn making you earn additional 
bonuses. 
   
   To be a DT Promoter and start to accrue bonus, advising and making known DT Ltd, it is not mandatory to purchase a Hardware 
Pack 
  

DT Promoter 



 this is the bonus you receive every time one of your friends buys a Hardware Pack, thanks to your advice. Even your friend will 
receive the bonus, when his friends will do the same thing. 
 
 

15% percentage calculated on Revenue (REV) produced daily by purchases of your direct clients 

DIRECT ACCESS BONUS 



 bonus of  1000 DTV in your trade account 
if within 30 days of your membership as DT Promoter you personally purchased at least one HWP BRONZE and you will have at least 5.000 
Group Revenue (your pack not included) weak downline lines have sold at least 50% of the strongest line downline. 
 
 

FAST START 



 bonus of  2000 DTV in your trade account 
if within 30 days of your membership as DT Promoter you personally purchased at least one HWP BRONZE and you will have at least 
10.000 Group Revenue (your pack not included) weak downline lines have sold at least 50% of the strongest line downline. 
 
 
 

FAST START LEADER 



 This is the bonus you can receive on all sales made by your team. To receive the bonus you need to register with DT Promoter and 
you must have purchased a Bronze Hardware Pack. You must also have registered directly, at least three DT Promoter who have purchased at 
least one pack Hardware Try each one; The Team Bonus will be yours for life. 
 

From 3% to 25% 
10 levels of career, unilevel system 
on Revenue (REV) products monthly indirectly from your team. Your personal buying does not give any bonuses. The bonus is calculated net 
of the bonus payable to direct your subscribers and will be paid weekly. 

TEAM BONUS 





 MATCHING BONUS ON 11 LEVELS DEEP 
To receive  Matching Bonus:  
HWP Bronze purchased +  
2 HWP Bronze purchased by  DT Promoters in first line. 
The level where matching bonus it will be calculated depend on hardware pack purchased and it will be calculated on team bonus of 
the level in downline. If you have more then one hardware pack, the highest hardware pack will bi considered. 







 This is a bonus for those who have purchased at least one Hardware Pack Silver and has at least two frontline DT Promoter who 
bought at least one Bronze Hardware Pack each one. You have a right to this bonus when weak downline lines have sold at least 50% of the 
strongest line downline. Moreover, your team must have sold Hardware Packs for at least 10,000 Revenue (REV) in the quarter. 
 

1% Global Profit 
To share with the 10 best DT Promoter in the quarter 

POOL 3 MONTHS 



 This bonus, paid semi-annually (in July and in February), it is for those who have purchased at least one pack Hardware Gold and 
has at least two frontline DT Promoter who have purchased at least one pack Hardware Silver each. To qualify for the bonus, the weaker 
downline lines must have sold Hardware Packs for at least 50% of the stronger downline. You must also have achieved thanks to your whole 
team, at least 100,000 Revenue (REV) in the year. Also, if you are a Diamond, to every advance in qualifying, you will be entitled to additional 
shares in the pool. 

1% Global Profit 
To share with others who are entitled 

LIFE POOL 



  

Revenue:  
all bonuses and career qualifications are calculated on Revenue (REV); 1 revenue = 1.20 euro turnover  

Important Notice 

  

70/30 rule: 
all bonuses are paid following the 70/30 rule where 70% is related to DT Value for cash out and 30% is related to DT Value can only be used 
for the purchase of Hardware Packs    

Cryptovaluta: 
We emphasize once again that although the term like Cryptocurrency, is sometimes used loosely. DT Ltd properly and honestly specifies that 
at this stage the DT Coin it’s not yet a Cryptocurrency because we just started what it need to be. Anyone independently claimed the opposite 
is responsible for his statement to the law. 

 

Scores and qualifications: 
all REV will always add up to the attainment of qualifications; The bonus levels and career achievements remain 
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